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BRITTON FALLS OPERATIONAL GUIDELINE 
ROOM & AMENITIES RESERVATIONS/FEES 

 

Background: As stated in the community governing document (BF OPERATING RULES and 
REGULATIONS CHAPTER 10) certain groups have priority in scheduling and using the community amenities 
and rooms. The Lifestyle Director must approve all requested room reservations. The Lifestyle Director is to 
receive all room and amenities requests from the HOA Board, Committees and Charter Clubs for the next year 
by October 31st of the current year. The Lifestyle Director then coordinates the approvals of those requests by 
December 1st of the current year. The next year’s room and amenities “request process” is then opened. The 
below Guideline is to be followed by the Lifestyle Director when approving all room and amenities requests. At 
this time no fees are charged for HOA Board, Committees, Charter Clubs, Lifestyle Events or Interest Nabr 
Groups. This includes no setup/teardown fees. With the increased size of the community, increasing numbers 
of Nabr Interest groups and increasing room usage requests, particular during the yearend party seasons, a 
strain is being put on our managing company staff. The hours spent doing setup/teardown activities is causing 
other important time sensitive community activities to suffer.  

Guideline: Activity and meeting rooms reservation requests can be made on NABR by a resident but 
must contain an explanation of activities, discussions, etc. that are going to take place. Additionally, the 
reservation request goes through the Lifestyle Director and can be denied if it does not meet the BF Room 
Rental Guidelines for residents or additional reasons explained below. Rooms will be provided given the 
following priority:  

1. HOA Board 
2. HOA Committees  
3. Chartered Clubs  
4. Lifestyle Events  
5. Interest Groups  
6. Other groups that consist of only Britton Falls Residents. These groups may contact the Lifestyle 

Director no sooner than fourteen (14) days prior to their event to see if space is available.  
7. Impromptu events of Britton Falls residents may use any available space if they do not interfere with 

previously reserved areas.  

Rental Fees will apply to Interest Groups and those groups that are organized but are not Charter Clubs, IF 
there is a specific set up request or IF linens are requested that the group cannot/will not/didn’t do or provide.  
(Reference: BF OPERATING RULES and REGULATIONS CHAPTER 10.2.A & C)  

(See the current rental fee pricing in APPENDIX D PARAGRAPH IV of BF OPERATING RULES and REGULATIONS) 

 


